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ABSTRACT
For the problem of parameter learning in pattern recognition, when there is a pos~ibility
of training samples being mislabeled, the authors have investigated the convergence of
stochastic-approximation-based learning algorithms. ln the caSeS considered. il is found that
estimates converge 10 nonlrue values in the presence of labeling errors. The general ",-class,
N-kature pallern recognition problem is considered.

r.

INTRODUCTION

The learning of unknown parameters of classifiers is an indispensible part
of pattern recognition problems. If a sufficiently large set of correctly labeled
training samples is avai'lablc, then "reasonably good" estimates of the parame
ters can generally be obtained. In many real-life situations, however, it is
either difficult or expensive to obtain labels, so that mislabeling of training
samples can become one of the spectres a pattern recognition scientist has to
contend with. It is therefore useful to know how this problem can affect the
learning procedure. A reasonable amount of work has been done for the
two-class classification problem. The effects of random training errors on
Fisher's discriminant function have been studied by Lachcnbruch [1, 2],
McLachlan [3], Michalek and Tripathi [4], O'Neill [5], and Krishnan [6]. They
concluded that the effect is to underestimate distances, overestimate error
rates, int.roduce bias into estimates of the discriminant function, makc the
maximum-likelihood estimates of the discriminant function converge [0 non
true values, and affect the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) relative Lo a
completely correctly classified sample of the same !iize.
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In the context of recursive learning of parameters, the usefulness of
stochastic approximation procedures cannot be over emphasized [7]. Briefly, a
stochastic approximation procedure for recursively estimating by
Icr e by means of an unbiased statistic T, at the n til step, is

en a parame

a

where either l is a constant or 91 = 1'1' and (all} is a suitably chosen sequence
of positive numbers. For instance, as a recursive procedure for estimating the
population mean I..l of a vari(jblc x with the help of the sample mean X, we
can choose
-x,,+,=xll

-

1 (-x,,- X l i t -)I '

n

+ nth ob~ervation on X.
In this parer, the particular case in which errors occur In the labeling of
training samples is studied for an m-class, N-feature pattern recognition
problem. The effect of mislabeling isto cause wrong samples to be used in the
recursive learning of the cstimates, for any given class. A simple but realistic
model [0] is adopted to describe this sort of situation. Under this model, the
authors have investigated the convergence of rccursivL: learning procedures of
the type mL:lltioned above. It is found that under certain conditions, these
estimates do converge strongly (that is, with probability one), but to non true
values-to be more specific, to convex linear combinations of true parameters
of all m classeses. This is obtained using some results on multidimensional
stochastic approximation [9].
XII .t. \ being the (II

II.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider a general m-class pattern recognItion problem, C i
I, ... , m) being the m classes, for which an N-dimensional feature vector

(i =

X

IR N ,

has been specified. Let us assume:
I) the distribution of X in each class is continuous;
(A2) the probability densities p(-IC) of X for the classes C" i
arL: of the same family and differ only in values of parameters.
(A

=

l, ... ,rn,
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Let d(') be a decision function based on X, i.e., let
d:~N---t~,

and

let it

depend only on the p('1 Ci ), i

= 1, ... , m. For

each i, let

'Pi ==['Pli,'P2i,···,'P q iJ'
qxI

be the vector of unknown parameters of p(.
Let us further assume:

IC,) ami

hence

d,(·).

(A3) an unbiased statistic exists for the parameter vector 'P with respect to
the probability density function p.

Let us suppose that for the purpose of learning we have been given a set of
. depen dent samp
.
Ies X(k)
- 1
h
.
k
I ' X (k)
2 , ... , X(k)
n.' k , ... , m, were
t h·e superSCrIpts
denotes the labels given to the respective samples. For the learning itself, let
us utilize a stochastic approximation algorithm LAI defined bel()w:

In

LAl.

Let 4Q~k) denote the estimate obtained at the tlh step for the class

Ck . Then
(la)
and for t ~ 1,
(;,(k)
TI+l

==

(n(k) _
,I

a I [(;,(k)
,I

_

f(X<k)
)]
1+1

(lb)

for k = 1, ... , m, where {a/} is a sequence of positive real numbers such that
a{ ~ 1 "It, and f: IRN ---t!Rq is an unbiased statistic for 'P

III.

A MODEL FOR LABELING ERRORS

The model to be used for this purpose was developed by Chittineni [8J. It
can be specified as follows:
Let wand
denote respectively the true and the given labels. Clearly,

w

W,WE

[1,2, ... ,mj.

Let 1T,. = P[w = i] denote the apTion' probability for the class C,., i = 1, ... ,m.
Further, let Pr(X) = p(Xjw = i) be the class-conditional density of the feature
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vector X for C/. Also, let f3 jl denote
been given the label i, i.e.,
(3ij:::

the probability that a sample from Cj has

P(w "" ilw = j),

i,j=l,,,.,m.

(2)

Clearly, we must have
m

L f3ij ::: 1
i'"

for every j,

(3a)

11

Le.,

B'€,

(3b)

= E,

where
,€
mX I

=[1

1 ]'

and
B=

(((3;J).

Under the above setup, from [8] we have
/II

p(Xlw = i) =

L Cl:;jP(X/w = i, w = j),

(4)

j=l

where
(5)

If we are prepared to assume
(A4) p(Xlw = i) = p(Xjw = i, w = i) Vi,i
then Equation (4) becomes
m

/) ( X Iw = i) =

L

Cl:; J P(

X Iw =-" j)

j=1
1/1

=

L
/=1

(X,jPj(X),

(6)
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IV. CONVERGENCE OF THE LEARNING ALGORITHM
The convergence of a recursive discrete algorithm

parameter

e can be defined

for estimating a

in various ways. For instance, we say that

The sequence {a,,) converges to
surely (in symbols, en ~ e) if
DEFINITION,

p[

en

lim 116 n

n->co

-a ll =O]

a with probability

1 or almost

=1.

For studying the behavior of the learning algorithms LA1 given in Section
2, use will be made of the following results, due to Schmetterer [9]:
LEMMA

1. Let {an} be a sequence of positive real numbers such that

(Cl) I:~ = Ja~

Let

Xn

< 00.

and Y" be k-dimensional random veclors which satisfy

(C2) x n + l =

Xn -

any,p n ~ 1.

Let M n be a measurable mapping from IRk to IRk such that
(C3) E(Ynlx j,X 2 , ... ,x n ) = M/I(x n ) a.e.

Let a, b, c, be nonnegative real numbers, and let
(C4) E(IIY"112)xl,X2,,,,,Xn)~ a + bllxnll+ cllx nll 2 a.e.

Also, for every x

E

IRk and n ~ 1, let

(C5) x'M)x) ~ O.

If x 1 is chosen in such a way that
(C6) E(lIxdj2) exists,

then the sequence {x n } converges with probability 1, i.e. almost surely, and the
sequence E{Ux n I1 2 } converges also ..
LEMMA

for every
CC7)

1]

2. Suppose that conditions CCl)-(C6) hold. If, further, there exists
> 0 a 0 > 0 such that for n ~ 1

inf

[x'MnCx)] ~ 0,

T/ <ltxllT/-1

then {x n } conuerges almost surely to the k-dimensional null vector O.

We shall prove the following:
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1. Consider Ihe setup giuen in Sections 2 and 3. If, in addition
to assumplions (Al)-(A4). we also have
PROPOSITION

(AS) ~~la~ <00,
2
(A6) p, = E(llf(X)11 jw = i) exists, wilh respect
sity Pi(X).

10

each class-conditional den

then

where

aij'

i,)= l, ... ,m, are as in Equation (5)

Proof of Proposition. The validity of the proposition can be inferred
directly from Lemmas 1 and 2, provided one can show that conditions
(Cl)-(C7) hold for

We note that from Equations (la) and (lb) we have, for k

=

1, .... m,

= 1,

(7a)

otherwise,

(7b)

for

I

where
m

gk(X)

= f(X) -

L akj'f»·
j=l

Condition (Cl) is seen to be true because of (M). Condition (C2)
equivalent to Equation (7b).
Condition (C3) also holds, with M(x) = X, since

= .,.(k)
_ Eg (X(k) )
't"t
k
r+ I ,

IS
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X(k)"
.
(Since
1+1 IS

In
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dependent 0 f XI,""
(k)
X(k)
an d hence 0 f 411(.I:) ,412(k) ,· .. ,4I r(k»)
r

m

=4I~k)-E(f(X)lw=k)-

LCXkJIf>!

j=1

=

,I.(k)
't'l
,

as, by Equation (6), E(f(X)

w= k) = L,!~ ,CXkj'f!J =

'Pk>

say. Similarly, we have

(for the same reason as before)
[since E(gk(X)lw

~ 114I~k)1I2 + IIlpkl1 2 +

m

I: CXkjPj

[because of (A6)]

i-I

so that (C4) is seen to hold with
m

a =

I: (1I'f!11 2 + Pj),
j~l

b=O,

c=1.

=

k)

=

0]
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Condition (C5) is seen to be true because
x'M/x) = x'x ~ O.
The validity of (C6) follows from the fact that

m

~ II'Pk11 +
2

l: akjPj <

00.

j=l

Finally, (C7) follows from the fact that
inf

[x'M/(x)] =

ry<lIxll<ry-1

inf

x'x

= 7]2>

O.

T/<llxll<ry-1

Hence the proposition.
Some implications of Proposition 1:
(1) If the matrix B is the identity matrix, I.e., if there

IS

no mislabeling,

then under our assumptions,

as expected.
(2) If B"* 1m , then clearly, the estimates eP~k) for the different classes
converge to non true values
m

'Pk =

l: akj'f>j'
j= 1

i.e., a convex linear combination of the parameter vectors of all the classes, as

j=l, ... ,m.

0) Yet another implication can be stated formally as follows:
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2. Consider the setup specified ill Sections 2 and 3. If assump
tions (Al)-(A6) hold, then
PROPOSITION

In

\'
~(j) a.s.
i..J Yi</fJ r ~ 1fJi<'

k=l, ... ,lll,

j=1

where f m Xm = (( 'Yjj)) is a generalized inverse

001 of the matm

satisfying
(8)

Proof. Let us write

, ~(2) • ~(.l)
F~ 1-- (~(l)
1fJ, : 1fJ[ : 'P r

,

:'"

.

~(l»)

: IfJm

.

From Proposition 1, it is known that
k=I,2, ... ,m,
I.e.,

columnwise
(that is, every column of the matrix on the left-hand side converges a.S. to the
corresponding column of the matrix on the right-hand side). By Lemma 3
below, this implies that
elementwise

(i.e., every element of the matrix on the left-hand side converges a.s. to the
corresponding element of the matrix on the right-hand side). By Lemma 4
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below, this implies that

elementwise,
and this, in turn, implies by lemma 3 that

f~rT~F

columnwise.

Hence the proposition.

3. Let (x,,} be a sequence defined over [RN, and let a EiR N . Then
~a if and only if
LEMMA

XII

i=1,2, ... ,N,
where x ni and a i are respectively the i th elements of x n and a.
LEMMA

4. Let
(n)

~.s.

xij - - a i l '

where x\n)
a··
If '
J)

E: [R .

.

1=

1 , 2 ,···,P,)=
. 1 , 2 , ... ,q,

as

n

-l00,

LeI

If
Zn

= ((z,~n))) = PXnQ

for some

mX!

P
rnXp

and Q ,
qx/

then

where
B=

((b ij )) = PAQ.

It may be mentioned in passing that one r satisfying Equation (8) is the
Moore-Penrose inverse [10] of At viz., A + defined as
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where A, is the ith nonzero eigenvalue of A, and
eigenvector, i = 1, ... , r.
V.

U j

the codrespondtog

CONCLUSION

For the general m-class, N-feature pattern recognition problem it is found
that in the presence of labeling errors for training samples, the recursive
estimates for class parameters 1fJk> defined by means of Equation (1), do
converge strongly under certain conditions. However, the values they converge
to are not the true class-parameter values but certain convex linear combina
tions of true values for all m classes.
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